
Help Kickstart a Renewable Energy Future!

Kyoto Journal is seeking financial support to produce a new investiga-
tive publication, “Fresh Currents: Japan’s Flow from a Nuclear Past 
to a Renewable Future.”

More than a year after the triple meltdown at Fukushima, Japan and 
the rest of the world continue to grapple with the short- and long-term 
consequences. The myth that nuclear power can deliver us from the long-term hazards of fossil fuels has 
been shattered. Renewable energy, long dismissed as impractical, is being given serious reconsideration. 
Japan can and must take advantage of this opportunity to rethink and refocus its energy strategies. Doing 
so, Japan will set an example for the world to follow.

In Kyoto, birthplace of the Kyoto Protocol, a dedicated all-volunteer team of reporters, writers, artists, 
editors and photographers associated with Kyoto Journal (www.kyotojournal.org) is working on a new pub-
lication which takes a fresh look at alternative, renewable energy technologies and the potential for their 
application in Japan.

Kyoto Journal has started its first-ever fundraising campaign on indiegogo.com.* We aim to 
raise $9,500 by July 9th. With these funds, Fresh Currents will be released later this year in 
both print and PDF versions (with the eventual possibility of it subsequently being published 
in Japanese), which we will do our best to get into the hands of key policymakers, local gov-
ernment officials, community leaders, educators, and media outlets. 

We offer unique rewards in return for donations. Pledge $25 to the project and you will 
receive a copy of Kyoto Journal’s brand new digital issue 76, and your name will be listed in 
Fresh Currents; for $100 receive a subscription to Kyoto Journal (5 issues) and a digital copy 
of Fresh Currents. Donors of $300 or more will be mailed an original artwork by renowned 
Kansai-based artist Brian Williams: a limited-edition, hand-drawn gravure etching of an an-
cient cedar growing in Yakushima (similar to one shown).

Please visit indiegogo.com/freshcurrents to view our campaign video, find out how we will utilize dona-
tions, who Fresh Currents contributors are, and more.

The writings in Fresh Currents explore Japan’s path forward from Fukushima to a renewable energy future 
— and why it is important, wherever you live. Please help us to make a real difference, benefiting present 
and future generations! 

Kindly forward this email to anyone who you feel could be interested in supporting this vital project. 
All pledged donations — small or large — will be most gratefully received!

Thank you!
John Einarsen, Founding Editor, Kyoto Journal
feedback@kyotojournal.org

*If you are not familiar with Indiegogo, here’s how it works. It’s an innovative online international 
fundraising platform for creative projects. Proposals are posted specifying target funding amount 
and time period. Donations can be easily made via PayPal, no account required.

visit indiegogo.com/freshcurrents
Coming soon: www.freshcurrents.org/
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